Key Points

- BRRTS and RRSM are goldmines if you know how to dig the treasure.
- The RR Program is constantly reviewing and updating these tools.
- Major enhancements are planned and we want your input.

Remediation & Redevelopment Sites Map (RRSM)

- One Application
  - No more Silverlight
  - Mobile Ready

- Tools Update
  - All tools in previous desktop application
  - Search for a site – NEW
  - Imagery Slider – NEW
Imagery Slider – 2015 Image

Bureau for RR Tracking System
On the Web (BOTW)

- Proposed changes – coming soon
- One search page
- Sortable actions
- Documents Table

BOTW – Consolidated Search
BOTW – Consultant Search NOW

Takeaways

- Lots of good information to find now that you know how to “dig.”
- You’ve seen some updates…more are planned.
- We’d like your input.
- Visit display table for demo, feedback, ask questions.

BOTW & RRSM

Questions